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2 Timothy 3:5-9 
5 having the appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such 

people. 6 For among them are those who creep into households and capture weak 

women, burdened with sins and led astray by various passions, 7 always learning 

and never able to arrive at a knowledge of the truth. 8 Just as Jannes and 

Jambres opposed Moses, so these men also oppose the truth, men corrupted in 

mind and disqualified regarding the faith. 9 But they will not get very far, for their 

folly will be plain to all, as was that of those two men. 

 

Sermon Introduction: “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the 

age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the 

epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was 

the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.” Charles Dickens  “Tale of Two 

Cities” 

 The nature of the world vs. the nature of church.  If we cannot see any 

difference, then the church has lost its power.  How can that happen? 

 

A Denying (5) 

The appearance of godliness speaks to the activity of the group.  They do 

many good things and seem to be concerned about others and their needs. 

 However, they deny or reject the real source of power (dunimas)  

“If we endure, we will also reign with him; if we deny him, he also will deny us” 

2 Timothy 2:12 

The only thing that changes people on the inside, the outside, and forever is 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  To lack the focus upon the power of the gospel 



to change people is to be consumed with doing good, but not being 

transformed to be holy and He is holy. 

“For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to 

everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek.” Romans 1:16 

“For the kingdom of God does not consist in talk but in power.” 1 Corinthians 4:20 

 “Religion is a painted fire” D. L Moody 

This is a type of religion that does not function with the power of God and 

may have indeed never been designed to do so. 

Avoid such people: do not entertain this or allow this to have a place in the 

church. 

“Have nothing to do with foolish, ignorant controversies; you know that they breed 

quarrels.” 2 Timothy 2:23 

 

A Deception (6-7) 

Among them are those:  These deceivers are establish in a form of godliness 

but deny the power.  The term for “creep” is the Greek verb “endyno” and it 

can mean to worm into something.  This is the only place the word is used in 

the NT. 

The Bible warns of such people in other places. 

“But false prophets also arose among the people, just as there will be false 

teachers among you, who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even denying 

the Master who bought them, bringing upon themselves swift destruction.” 2 Peter 

2:1 

“Yet because of false brothers secretly brought in—who slipped in to spy out our 

freedom that we have in Christ Jesus, so that they might bring us into slavery.” 

Galatians 2:4 

Weak women is literally “little women”.  Not in terms of size, but little in 

understanding, will, and character.  Their character is weak and the situation 

is burdened (heaped upon).  Additionally, they fight an internal battle of 

various or multicolored passions. 



They have a sinful past that hinders their progress.  It is a battle to 

forgive themselves and grow in Christ. 

These false leaders exploit these women.  True leaders will shelter women 

like this.  They will care for them and guide them toward healing and 

wholeness. 

Always being exposed to a new idea but lacking the discernment to sort 

through what is Biblical and right.   

“This is good, and it is pleasing in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all 

people to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth.” 1 Timothy 2:3-4 

 Paul has already told Timothy how the church should be. 

“And the Lord’s servant must not be quarrelsome but kind to everyone, able to 

teach, patiently enduring evil, correcting his opponents with gentleness. God may 

perhaps grant them repentance leading to a knowledge of the truth, and they may 

come to their senses and escape from the snare of the devil, after being captured 

by him to do his will.” 2 Timothy 2:24-26 

 We are to rescue people ensnared by the devil and sin 

 

A Destiny (8-9) 

 If church is about us, then we are like Jannes and Jambres. 

Jannes and Jambres are the traditional names of the magicians who opposed 

Moses.  They are not specifically named in the Bible, but the reference to 

them was widely understood by the Jewish/Christian community. 

“Then Pharaoh summoned the wise men and the sorcerers, and they, the 

magicians of Egypt, also did the same by their secret arts.  For each man cast 

down his staff, and they became serpents. But Aaron’s staff swallowed up their 

staffs.”  Exodus 7:11-12 

These men become a symbol of individuals who are enemies of God.  They 

were held to have a power of speech that made them seem intelligent and 

correct, but the text is quick to point our their corrupt minds and false 

teachings. 



The articles of “the truth” and “the faith” are set in opposition of these two 

men. 

Corrupted in the mind: These individuals are consumed by an “unclean” non 

catheterized mind 

“And constant friction among people who are depraved in mind and deprived of 

the truth, imagining that godliness is a means of gain.” 1 Timothy 6:5 

Disqualified in the faith: literally means they have renounced any faith in 

Jesus.  These people are not even saved, how can they lead others to a saving 

faith? 

“They profess to know God, but they deny him by their works. They are detestable, 

disobedient, unfit for any good work.” Titus 1:16 

  

“But avoid irreverent babble, for it will lead people into more and more 

ungodliness.” 2 Timothy 2:16 

 


